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INTRODUCTION 
In one formulation the large sieve reads as follows [7], [8]: Let M 
be a set of 2 integers in the interval [M + 1, M+N]. For prime p let 
w(p) denote the number of residue classes mod r, that contain no element 
of X. Then for 2 > 1, 2 Q (N +x2)/,5, where 
In this paper we shall be concerned with estimating L when o(r)) =k 
(k> 1 an arbitrary fixed integer) for all primes r, such that k<p < y, 
(y a real parameter) and w(p)=0 for all other primes. In particular we 
examine the case k= 2, which is of interest because of its connection 
with “twin prime” problems and related questions. 
NOTATION. 2 f(n) ( > and I: f(n) II dzd { >, { 1 denote sums and 
products over the sets following them. Always n denotes a positive integer, 
and p, q primes. 
The case k= 1 is well understood. VAN LINT and RICHERT [8] show that 
Z:p2(n) IT @-1)-l {n: n<x, p 7 n if 232y}, 
{p:pln)=d(u) log y+O(l), where u= log x/log y, d(u)=u for O<u< 1, and 
(d(u)/u)‘=d(u- l)/u2 for u> 1. 
Their work is based on the result of DE BRUIJN [4] about a related 
sum. Let p(n) be the largest prime factor of n, and let 
Y(x, y)= 1 l{n: na,p(n)cy}. 
Then !P(x, y) =x&r~)+O(x~aR(y)) +other error terms, where u is as before, 
e(zc)=l for O<u<l, and %‘(u)=--(zL-1) for u>l. 
In this paper we give similar estimates (with some loss of accuracy 
in the error term) for 2 I-J 2/@ - 2) {n 4x: n odd, p(n) < y}, @ : pin), and 
for a sum bearing the same relation to the above as Y(x, y) does to 
2 ~2W+(n) l n : n <x, p(n) < y>. We then generalize to k> 2. The main 
result is at the end of $ 1. 
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J 1. Y2(x, y) -x log z ~474 (both to be defined). 
DEFINITION. p(n) denotes the largest prime factor of n; a(n) the 
smallest. 
DEFINITION. G(n) denotes the number of prime factors of n counting 
multiplicity. 
DEFINITION. y/z(z, y)= x 2Q(n) {no4 2<d+dnkd. 
DEFINITION. 
S2(x, y)= z2(n) JJ 2/@---i?) {ngx, 2<p(n)<p(n)<Y}, (23:An). 
REMARK. This is not the same S2 as in [8]. 
We have the following recurrence relation for !Pa(x, y), which is funda- 
mental in all that follows. 
1) For h > 1, !&(z, y) = v2(x, y*) - 2 2 y2(x/P, P,) @ : Y <P < Y*>- 
LEMMA 1. Y&T, x) = Cl x log z + O(z), where 
Cl= II(l+l/~(~-22)) (1, odd}. •I 
For proof see [l], where the author shows that 
Y&c,s)=C~zlogx+ Bx+O(x'oe2'l~3). 
We cannot use this extra accuracy since other estimates have larger errors. 
We now deCne and examine a function which approximates 
Y/z(x, y)/x log 2. 
2) Let &zc)=Cl for O<u<l, ~a(~)=0 for ug0, and 
-u~Q~(u)=~(u- l)~a(zc- 1) for U> 1. 
Let VZ(U) = upa( Then 
3) x log x ez(zl) = x log x e2(u/h) - 
The following consequence of 2) is important for application of ideas 
in [2] and [3]. 
4) u?&?(u) = 2 j; V(U-q&t. Let 
v2&) = 2$ J exp {-~24-2 [ s-l(ea-1)&+&z, 
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where W is the contour coming from -ni+ co to -ni, then to ni, and 
finally to ni +oo. Then 
6;) uw2,(u) = 2 Ji ~~~(u-tt)dt (the necessary properties of the Fourier 
transform hold for W as well as for ( - 00, 00)). The main theorem of [2] 
now gives v&~)Cor~~(u)(l + O(zc-+)) for some real C. 
REMARK. The asymptotic behavior of vzc is more easily investigated 
than that of 2)~. See [2], [3]. 
LEMMA 2. For A > 1 let 
A(x, y,h)= 2 %~,P)(y<P~Y+ s* y+‘)&ua 
Y 
Then 
6) jA(x,y,h)J=O 
where R(y) is any function satisfying R(y) j, 0, 
R(Y) ’ 
1% Y y, l4Y)-- li(Y)l< l&R(Y). 
REMARK. Baaically this is an application of the prime number theorem. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let A&, y, h) be n’s contribution to A. (A is a 
sum over certain integers). 
A,&, y, h) = 2n(“) 
,z - ,s $1 
where 
J= P(n), ff n @, yh]. [ 1 n 
If n<x/yfi then IA&c, y, W)l~2~@)(4yAR(y)/log y). If x/yA<n<x/y, 
lAn(x, y, h)l <m(n) 4x R(y) 
(ii&- 
Summing by parts over n, we have 
lA(x, y, W)l64xR(y) (h- 1) log x-i(h2- l)log y+ p&h)] = 
>I . cl 
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Now we come to the key argument. Let 
D(x, y) = !&(x, y) -5 log x @2 
log x 
- 
( ) 1% Y 
* 
Then 
‘1 q33,y)=D(x,y9-2 j’ +)~u-“(Z,YA. Y 
Taking absolute values in 7) we have 
We are now in a position to state and prove 
THEOREM 1: For x, y > 2 
Y&c, y) -x log x e2 
log x 
- ( > 1% Y = O(x) log x R(y) (pJ+o(xg=y 
$?13ooF. The idea is that Y-‘s and x log x es are close for y=z, and 
both satisfy the same recurrence relation (at least approximately) so as 
y decreases they will not separate much. For y>x, ID(x, y)j = O(x) by 
Lemma 1. Thus there exists c> 0 such that \D(x, %)I <cx for x > 1. By 
Lemma 2 there also exists c’ > 0 such that 
Id(x,y,~)l<c’xlogx~(y) 
II 
h--1+ & 1 
for x> 1, h> 1, y> 2. Suppose that (D(z, y)( <C~X+CL’X log z R(y) for Yk>x. 
If y”+l >x and h= 1 + l/k then (yh)‘> X. Thus 
lD(x,y),<C~Z+~XlogzR(y)+2 f ( 
CkE +c;t log E R(y) * + 0 > log u 
+ c’ x log 2 R(y) 
(ii+&)* 
This is . 
<cn x+c~xlogxR(y) 
c’xlogxR(y)(~+&). 
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Therefore we take 
k+1 
ck+l= 1+2 1ogT 
> 
c/c 
and 
c;+l= (It;) +q;+$& 
One readily verifies that ck and ck’ = O(lc2). Since yk >x if and only if 
this completes the proof. 0 
0 2. An asymptotic estimate for Sz(x, y). 
Recall that 
Sz(x, y)= Zp2(4 T]c 2/@-2) {n: 2<!I@)<p(n)<y, n<x} {P:Pb}. 
Let 
Kz(z,y)= pQ'% {n:2<q(n)<p(n)<y,n<z} 
and let 
Jz(x, y)= ;r: 2"@% (n: 2<q(n)<p(n)<y,n<x} 
(Identical unless y prime). 
LEMME 3. J&(x, y) -L~(x, y) < 1 for y sufficiently large, independent 
of 5. 
PROOF. 
ST {n: 2-c q(n), p(n)=y, n<x)< 2 2 c 
{n:nodd,p(n)<y,n<x/y}<~P~V 
sufficiently large. 0 
< 1 for y 
LEMMA 4. &(x, y) >Lz(x, Y). 
PROOF. Let m(n) = J&,%r). Then 
82(x, y)= 1 ZQ@)/n {n: 2<q(n)<p(n)<Y9 4n)Gxl 
because 
0 05 L, 
- = 2 .$?d&/pk 
P-2 k-1 
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so 
I-l+= 
PIR P 
2 2”‘~+?z{m : a(m) = a(n)). 
If pz(n) = 1 then a(n) = n, and the idenbity follows. Replacing a(n) by n, 
we have /32(x, y)> 2 2Q@)/n {n: n<x, 2<q(n)<p(n)<y}. 0 
LEMMA 5. Let p+ be the prime following p. Then Sz(x, p+) Z&(X, p). 
PROOF. 
S2@, p+) -52(x, PI = --3s2(~,,) > z1 (yS2w”Jd. 
Hence 
52(x, p+) > 2 
0 
5 nS2(x/pw+ 0 
n-o 
Similarly 
Lz(x, p+) = nfo ; nL2(xlPn, 24. 
- 0 
Let 8&x, y) =&4x, y) -L&c, y). Then 82(x, P+) 2 826~ PI- Thus 
0 < SZ(X, y) 42(x, Y) Q 82(x, x+1 = 2 p2W IT 2/k - 2) 
{n: n<x, 2<q(n)){p:pln)- 2 2*tn)/n {n: ngx, 2<q(n)). 
The residues at 0 of the Dirichlet series for 52(x, x) and for &(x, x) 
have equal principal terms, so 6(x, x) =O(log x)2-1, and 
Sz(x, a) - C(log x)2 = O(log x), &4(x, x) - C(log x)2 = O(log 2). 
for some C>O (same C for both. 
Now Lz(x, y) = j$ t-WP&, y). Integrating by parts and applying 
Theorem 1, we have 
THEOREM 2: 
Lz(x, y) =log2 y J,” %32(G~fl% Y J,“-, ezW~+ 
+ O(u3 log y) + O(?bR(y) log2 y) + O(log x R(y)@) + O(U2) + O( 1). 
COROLLARY : SZ(X, y) = the same as above + O(log x). 
$ 3. Generalization of Theorems 1 and 2 to k> 0 real. 
As no new ideas are involved we omit most proofs. Let 
ck= (pl’$ (l-~~)expi,,log(l-~) -%(I-i))/(E-1)! 
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Let Yk(x, y) = 2 ka@) {n : n Q 2, k < q(n) <P(n) < Yl- Then 
LEMMA 1': Yqx, x) = C&r(log q-1 + O(z(log z)Y-*). 
PROOF. One applies Theorem 2 of [9] with 
f(s, k) = (l(8))+ 1 kQ(nh-8 {n : k <q(n)}. 
The “0” is uniform over any interval [a, b] such that (a, b] does not 
contain a prime. 0 
The recurrence relation for !Pn is 
In place of theorem 1, we have 
THEOREM 1’: 
Yk(x, y) = Ck z(log z)k-l @k(u) + O(x(log x)*-l R(y)ur) + O(s(log 2)*-2uk) 
where en(u) = Ck for 0 <u < 1 and - ug &(u) = k(u - l)k-iek(~ - 1) for u > 1. 
Let v&) = uk-iek(u). Then UV&) = k Ji vn(u-t)dt. Let 
wkc(u)= ki ; exp {--uz+k s W+--)*)dz 
with W the same as before. Again W&U) =C(l +O(W)))V~(U) for some 
real C. 
Let 
&(x9 Y) = c P2W rI pjj {n: k<q(n)q(n)<y, n<x}b: An). 
Let 
and 
&(x, y)= 2 kQ(n)/n {n: k<q(n)<p(n)<y), {n<x} 
Then 
L*(x, y) = 2 kn(n)/n {n: k <q(n) <p(n) < y, n6x). 
and 
&(x, y) -&(x, y) = O(log x)k-1 independent of y, 
J&(x, y) - (log Y)’ J,” W)& 
with leading error term of O(u2IcR(y)(log y)k). 
REMARK. The “0” estimates are again uniform over any [a, b] such 
that (a, b] does not contain a prime. 
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